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Securities Regulation Daily Wrap Up, SEC NEWS AND SPEECHES—
Aguilar says it is time to update the transfer agent rules, (Dec. 18, 2014)
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By Jacquelyn Lumb

Commissioner Luis Aguilar has posted on the SEC’s website his views on the importance of transfer agents
to the capital markets and the need to update the decades-old rules governing transfer agents. He noted the
unique position of transfer agents to identify and possibly prevent unregistered securities from being unlawfully
distributed, and expressed his view that transfer agents are gatekeepers. Aguilar noted that when the SEC
adopted Regulation SCI in November, Chair Mary Jo White directed the staff to prepare recommendations for
the SEC’s consideration on whether to impose a similar framework on other key market participants such as
broker-dealers and transfer agents. Regulation SCI strengthens the technological infrastructure of the securities
markets by imposing certain minimum requirements these market participants must meet and maintain.

Aguilar said that technological advances and changes to business practices and market structure have created
a significant gap between the transfer agent rules and their current activities. He believes it is past time to
modernize the rules that regulate transfer agents. Aguilar added that the SEC has been studying the transfer
agent issues for some time. In his view, the SEC should adopt rules to provide additional safeguards that
would protect against the unlawful distribution of unregistered securities. The safeguards could include due
diligence obligations prior to removing restrictions or legends on stock certificates that otherwise would restrict
their transfer. Aguilar also suggested that additional guidance may help transfer agents identify fraudulent
distributions of unregistered securities.

The SEC and the banking agencies that share responsibility for regulating transfer agents should review their
registration requirements to ensure that they are rigorous enough to identify and remove any transfer agents that
are not fit to serve, according to Aguilar. He expects the staff to recommend improvements to the registration
process, but also noted that the SEC can suspend or revoke the registration of a transfer agent for a variety of
reasons, including the submission of false or misleading information in their Forms TA-1 that are filed with the
Commission. As the SEC considers updates to the transfer agent rules, Aguilar said it should determine the
minimum information that must be provided to clients, including the services to be rendered and the fees to be
paid.
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